The main contribution of this work is to provide an algorithm for the computation of the minimal polynomial of a two variable polynomial matrix, based on the solution of linear matrix equations. The whole theory is implemented via an illustrative example. theorem, characteristic polynomial.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known form the Cayley Hamilton theorem that every matrix A E Etrx', satisfies its characteristic equation [3] i.e. if p (s) := det (SI,, -A ) = sn + p 1 P -l + . . + pn then p ( A ) = 0. The Cayley Hamilton theorem is still valid for all cases of matrices over a commutative ring [6], and thus for multivariable polynomial matrices. Another form o f the gree polynomial that satisfies the equation m (A) = 0
[3]. Since the minimal polynomial has less degree than the characteristic polynomiaf, it help us to solve quicker, problems such as the computation of the inverse or power of a matrix. A number of algorithms have been given for the computation of the minimal polynomial of a constant matrix [16] but there is no much interest as concerns the polynomial matrices of one or more variables. Therefore, the aim of this work is to propose an algorithm for the computation of the minimal polynomial of a two-variable polynomial matrix based on the solution of linear matrix equations. The proposed algorithm is illustrated via an example.
COMPUTATION OF THE MINlMAL POLYNOMIAL

Consider the polynomial matrix
Hamilton theorem is given in terms of the fundamental matrix sequence of the resolvent of the matrix i. It is known that the characteristic polynomial p ( z ) = det ( . I n -A (sl,s1) ) is an annihilating polynomial but not necessary a minimal polynomial.
The coefficients of the characteristic polynomial can be computed in a recursive way by an algorithm presented in [ 121 and [ 131. As we shall see below, the characteristic polynomial of the above example is not the only polynomial of third order that satisfies (2), and does not coincide with the minimal polynomial. Let for i = 1,2, . .m and p ; , k ,~ E P. Then (2) can be rewritten as or equivalently Equation (6), may be rewritten as By using the equations (3),(4) and (6), in (7) we get the following formula
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where *, P and 5 are defined as follows,
P =
; P i n = ... Step 2. Define the matrix ar.
Step 3. Construct the matrices F, and K, that contains the a mod T columns of Srep 4. The coefficients of the characteristic polynomial are given by the solution of the system (1 1) with m = T i.e. F, P, = K, . I
The upper bound for the complexity of the algorithm for the computation of the minimal polynomial, which is thc same for the characteristic polynomial, is 0 (qtqir") (ql (q2) =the greatest power of s 1 (s2) in A ( 5 1 . sz). r=the dimension o f the matrix A (SI, $2)). if we use the Gauss elimination method for checking the rank of the matrix F , and solving the equation 
